Johan Kachelhoffer

ABOUT JOHAN

Johan Kachelhoffer is an expert in the field of showjumping. As a rider he has qualified for the World Equestrian Games, he has lead his Nation’s rider rankings, and is a winner of World Cup qualifying competition to a level of 1.60m.

He also assisted in the 2018 WEG campaign of the combination of Lisa Williams and Discovery Campbell. Johan possesses a rare talent for identifying weaknesses in the relationship between horse and rider.

As he says, ‘you and your horse are a partnership and that’s how we’ll address your training. I’ll listen to what you have to say and I’ll listen to what your horse says!’

With his extensive experience in developing horses, Johan has uncovered his own secret recipe which he uniquely applies to his training. Through this system he has consistently succeeded in elevating partnerships between horses and their riders.

UNWAVERING DEDICATION

‘I have known Johan Kachelhoffer for more than 12 years. He is an outstandingly accomplished horseman and rider, whom I respect immensely. His dedication to his clients, family, friends, employees, and mostly his horses, is truly admirable. Johan’s unwavering assistance, advice and guidance towards my 2018 WEG Campaign made ‘My Dream’ possible. He is a truly remarkable person.’ - Lisa Williams